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1. Solve any five.
a) Define rad iopharmaceuticals with e

b) What is Dental Fluorosis?

c) What is B.A.L? State its use.

dal with example.

izing and Reducing agent?

omponents and their role.

20
ics and Expectorants and give properties

chloride or Copper Sulphate.

te puritanism and treatment.

rast media.

le of Fluorides in treatment of dental carries.

. Classify them with examples, explain
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f) Define with examples:
i) Sclerosing Agents
iii) Sequestering agents

ii) Complexing Agents
iv) Astringents

3. Solve any one.
a) Define Topical Agents? Classify them in detail with examples. Explain

mechanism and uses for protective Adsorbents with properties, preparation,
uses for any two compounds.

f) State uses of P-32 and l-125.

b) Define Radiopharmaceuticals. Enlist methods for their production and chambersGS-
used for measurement of radioactivity. Add note 
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control of rad iopharmaceuticals.

SECTIO

Solve any five.
a) Enlist gas laws. State universal gas equ

b) Differentiate between photochemical an

c) Define first order reaction with example.

d) State Beers- Lamberts Law.

e) Define catalysis state types with exampl
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S) State characteristics of Enzy

2. Solve any four.
a) Define second order and Thir

Enlist postulates and operators.

eneous catalysis.

orption of Light by molecule.

of order of reaction explain any one.

ction Kinetics.

iagram and explain relaxation mechanisms for
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